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Hello Neighbors:

Huge Crowds Pack
the 55th Art Fair
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WE DID IT! The 55th Kings Mountain Art Fair was the biggest and best, ever! It will be a
few weeks before the final financial results will be known, but there is no doubt that the
“happiness quotient” was stellar. Artists, fairgoers and worker-bee volunteers were on a roll, all
three days. Mother Nature and perhaps an entire pantheon of Gods smiled on Kings Mountain,
bringing pretty much perfect weather. A few weeks ago, your editor heard mountain folks saying that this would be the “three bears” Art Fair because we had one that was too hot, and one
that was too cold, so this one was bound to be “just right.” It was prophetic. The marketing outreach was phenomenal, and the crowds came in droves to find excellent art and crafts in a
welcoming, spectacular setting.
Next month the Echo will include acknowledgements of volunteers by various committee
chairs, artist comments received, and wrap up information from our E.D., Bev Abbott, among
others. This issue brings you some “Behind the Scenes” set up and action shots of the volunteer KM tribe of neighbors that makes it all possible. Hopefully, your editor’s unscientific fact
gathering will make you proud of every volunteer hour you put in this weekend. For example,
Amos Amit and Holly Wilson, two artists who have participated in KMAF since the 1990’s, both
had their best sales ever…not only higher than previous Kings Mountain Fairs, but of all the art
events they have done. Many artists said Kings Mountain was their favorite show. Everyone I
spoke to wanted to personally thank the volunteers. They wanted you to know that KM makes
them feel welcome and appreciated. They are also happy that sales benefit our firefighters and
school instead of profiting an event company. Shuttle hosts reported good comments and good
tips from happy fairgoers. One fair guest left a $20 tip at the Info Booth saying, “This is a thank
you for having the cleanest porta-potties I’ve ever experienced at an event like this.” Suffice it
to say, there must be hundreds more stories from our adventures at Art Fair this weekend.
These are but a few others: the cookie booth sold every last one of their 4,600+ cookies; face
painting had a lot of fun while breaking sales records; hungry crowds gobbled up virtually all
the menu items on offer; the beverage booth was down to only two types of beer in stock by
mid-day Monday. Congratulations to all. This was a community effort well done.
We hope you will read and enjoy all the news about past and future events offered in this
issue. Please be certain to read the instructions and fill out the Fire Department Emergency Information forms beginning on page 6. Support for our volunteer firefighters is the main reason
we host Art Fair on the mountain. The requested information is very important to the KMVFD in
order to protect our properties. Please don’t put this aside thinking you will do it later. Do it now
and we will all benefit.
Until next month, stay well.
Best regards,
Eileen Fredrikson, Editor
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist

2018
Kings Mountain
Art Fair

Setting Up
the Art Fair

This year the Echo brings you some “live action” commentary about Art Fair set up. We couldn’t
tag along with all the prep work required to bring this party together, but here is a little of what we saw!
Beginning Monday of Art Fair week, giant trucks began delivering beer, wine, soft drinks, shining clean porta-potties, ATM
machines, a huge supply of breads needed for food shack menu
items, bales of mulch, and other supplies required to carry off the
complex operations of the Fair. The grand finale of preparations
was the Thursday arrival of the truck carrying food ingredients
and supplies needed to prepare over 5,000 meals from our cook
shack. A band of volunteers checked in boxes of inventory, while
others schlepped the boxes to pantry, food shack shelving,
refrigerators, the cold box, and other spaces or cupboards. An
impressive small army of worker bees kept things moving at a
good clip. On the Friday before the Fair, volunteers shucked 20
huge boxes of corn and
readied them for cooking.
While artists checked in
and got set up on Friday,
Betsy Rix’s pantry team
and Marty Eisenberg’s
chefs prepped condiments and prepared the food for cooking at
the Fair. It’s like getting ready for a nice party that you are hosting, but it’s just that the quantities are much, much bigger!
The magnificent natural Kings Mountain setting has always been
a big draw, attracting both artist applications and repeat fair-goers.
But did you know that for years, someone has further enhanced the beauty
of our site? As she has done for many
years, long-time resident and Garden
Club Treasurer Betty Johnson bought
beautiful plants and flowers at discount prices throughout the year, nurtured them with TLC, then placed them around the Fair on Friday while
artists were setting up. Betty waters them daily to ensure that even Fair
stragglers on the last day are greeted with lovely blossoms everywhere.
As the Grounds crew got ready to spread
the mulch identifying pathways, David Torres marked the artist booth
spaces. David and his wife Thelea co-chair the artist welcoming committee.
After marking all those spaces, David can very precisely direct arriving
artists to their spots.
The Beverage Booth made some key operational
changes this year. After the hot weather in previous
years, the old “jockey box” containing the beer taps
was replaced by a refrigerated keg cooler, aka “kegerator.” This was to eliminate
the foaming problems encountered when the beer was not cold enough. The
kegerator also reduced the need for about ten bags of ice. Nonetheless, 108
bags containing 4,320 pounds of ice were delivered before the Fair. Each bag
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was passed energetically along a chain of ten strong volunteers from the truck to the freezer. The ice
is used for soft drinks, cooling the beer lines, chilling condiments and icing artist's coolers.
The Art Fair continued its aggressive Zero Waste program, but with
new rules for volunteers. China, which has taken most of the US’s
recyclable waste materials for 28 years, drastically changed its policies in 2017. This policy has been reinforced during the recent trade
war. Other Asian countries also have started limiting recyclable waste.
At present, the U.S., doesn't have enough processing facilities, so
recyclables are piling up. In response, American trash companies are
beginning to change their guidelines about how trash is sorted. The
new Art Fair Zero Waste procedures foreshadow recycling standards
we can soon expect from local trash collectors.
Many of the T-Shirt and Information
Booth volunteers gathered at Chairperson
Stacy McCarthy’s home for training on
Friday evening. This event is always the
time to learn any new procedures that
have been implemented. It is a great dinner with friends and time to share tips
about handling visitor traffic. The goal is to
make every fair-goer’s experience at Kings
Mountain so enticing that they will return
again and again, and bring friends.
Scores of other volunteers busily worked on preparations for the 55th Annual Fair. Here is some
of the action caught in photos by Bill Goebner and others.
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Action Scenes from the 55th Kings Mountain Art Fair
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Volunteers of All Ages Made the Fair a Great Success
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB BOARD MEETING
August 14, 2018
ATTENDANCE: Jon Fredrikson, Joe Rockmore, Tim Naylor, Anna Roesch-Tubbs, Chris
Polonchek, Julia Simmons, Jim Sullivan, Tim German, Steve Johnson, Bill Goebner.
Jon Fredrikson called the meeting to order at 7:33 pm.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS: The Board elected the following officers for a term ending in June
2019: President, Jon Fredrikson; Vice President, Joe Rockmore; Treasurer, Anna Roesch-Tubbs;
Secretary, Valerie Trenter.
SECRETARY’S REPORT: The Board approved the minutes of the prior meeting of June 12,
2018. The meeting in July 2018 was cancelled becuse many Directors were traveling.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Anna Roesch-Tubbs presented the financial results through July
2018. Total expenses were under budget and income was considerably above expectations
mostly because of a sizeable legacy gift from Zanette Cornman.
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Kathy Shubin reported the following uses of the Community
Center in July 2018:
Exercise/Dance Classes

12

Monthly Community Board Meetings

5

KMVFB Training & Maintenance

5

Community Events/Parties

4

Private Events/Parties

1

TOTAL USES FOR THE MONTH

27

FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT for July 2018
Medical aid

11

Vehicle accident

2

Public assist

4

Firefighter standby

0

Vehicle fire

0

Smoke check

5

Structure fire

1

Vegetation fire

1

Hazardous materials

0

Rescue

0

Cover assignment

0

Alarm sounding

1

Water tender group response

1

Trash fire

1

TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR
THE MONTH

27

AVERAGE # OF RESPONDERS

Number of incidents with no
Volunteer response:

2
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3.2

OLD BUSINESS:
HI-TECH FIRE TRUCK STATUS: According to Noel Carraway of Hi-Tech Emergency Vehicle
Service Inc., the Spartan Metro Star chassis and cab are scheduled for production in the Spartan
system and have been issued a VIN number. However, Spartan is backlogged due to high
demand, so the estimated shipping date for our vehicle is now not until February 4, 2019. That’s
about 2 ½ months later than Noel estimated in early June. After the chassis arrives at Hi-Tech
and is approved by KMVFD representatives, it will take about three months to build it out to our
specifications. Thus, it looks like we won’t get the completed truck until about May 2019.
MEMO OF UNDERSTANDING KMEP/KMFVB: The Board discussed the Memorandum of
Understanding between Kings Mountain Emergency Preparedness and the KMVFB dated March
2007. It was agreed that the Memo should be reviewed and updated. Tim Naylor and Joe
Rockmore agreed to review the document and will discuss their findings at the September
meeting.
KM EMERGENCY RESPONSE REVITALIZATION: Steve Johnson said that KMEP is restarting
on a small scale with four local neighborhood groups participating. The four groups are North
Skyline (Steve Johnson, coordinator), Ware, Old Ranch and Big Pine Roads (Jon Fredrikson &
Joe Rockmore), Comstock Road (Bill Goebner) and County, Ridge, and Marine Roads (Marty
Phelps). These groups will work out plans and communications arrangements for each local
neighborhood. The Coordinators will discuss their findings at the next KMEP meeting.
FIRE DEPARTMENT INTERFACE WITH KMEP DURING EMERGENCIES: Led by Fire Chief
Jim Sullivan, the Board discussed ways in which the KMVFB or County Emergency Services
teams could communicate with KMEP Neighborhood Coordinators. This is a critical element in
triggering the KMEP network to alert residents in an emergency. Various ideas are under review.
SFPUC RADIO TOWER REPLACEMENT & LEASE: Bill Goebner said Frank Adams had
received an email indicating that the SFPUC is still interested in our site for installing a
replacement radio tower.
ART FAIR 55TH ANNIVERSARY PHOTOS: The Board thanked Tim German for preparing the
entryway hall wall and for hanging the four wonderful Art Fair photo frames.
NEW BUSINESS:
ZANETTE CORNMAN LEGACY GIFT: Long-time, beloved resident and Kings Mountain pioneer
Zanette Cornman passed away in March 2017. Zanette was a great supporter of the Kings
Mountain Art Fair and Fire Brigade and served as a volunteer for many decades. Anna
announced that the Kings Mountain Fire Brigade received a generous bequest of $24,326.51
from Zanette’s estate. The board is extremely thankful to Zanette for remembering the Brigade
and our community in her will. The bequest will be placed in the Fire Brigade Endowment Fund,
set aside as a means of ensuring the future operation of the Kings Mountain Fire Department.
The Board encourages other residents to consider naming the KMVFB as a beneficiary in their
will, trust or IRA. For more information, please contact Jon Fredrikson.
MEETING ADJOURNED
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, September 11, 2018 at 7:30 pm
Respectfully submitted,

itÄxÜ|x gÜxÇàxÜ / Secretary

(by Jon F.)
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Please Fill Out and Return the Kings Mountain
Fire Department Emergency Information Forms
With fire season in progress and reaching a peak soon, the Kings Mountain
Volunteer Fire Brigade is asking again for your cooperation to help us better assist
the members of the Kings Mountain community. If you haven’t done so already,
please remove and fill out the Emergency Information Forms on the following pages.
This is information that can be invaluable to responders in the event of an emergency, including whom to look for and whom to contact. The information is kept
strictly confidential and will only be used in the event of an emergency. If you are
willing to share the information on the form with newly revitalized Kings Mountain
Emergency Preparedness (KMEP) organization, please check the box on the bottom
of the first page.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the KMVFB at 650 8518897. Firefighter Ann Gabrys is the point contact for this activity, and her station
email is amgabrys@kmfd.org. Completed forms should be mailed to the address at
the top of the form or simply dropped off in the KMVFB mailbox, across from the
Firehouse.
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Zanette Cornman Leaves Generous Bequest to Kings Mountain
In March 2017, Zanette Cornman died peacefully in her home on
Kings Mountain, where she lived for 66 years. She was 102 years old.
At the August 2018 KMVFB Board meeting, Treasurer Anna
Roesch-Tubbs announced that the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire
Brigade had received a generous bequest of $24,326.51 from Zanette’s
estate. The legacy gift has been deposited in the Fire Brigade Endowment Fund, set aside as a means of ensuring the future operation of the
Kings Mountain Fire Department.
Zanette is remembered fondly by all who knew her. Her family history on Kings Mountain goes back to the early 1930s, when Zanette’s
mother bought a one room cabin on Ridge Road as a refuge, then
moved permanently to Comstock in the late 1940s. In 1950, Zanette
and her husband Charles moved to Comstock Road to care for
Zanette’s mother and never left.
In the early 1950s, Zanette worked with Kings Mountain pioneers Ruth Harder and Verna
Littlechild, publishing a two-page monthly newsletter for the Skylonda-Kings Mountain Improvement Association (the forerunners of the KMA and the “Echo”). After Charles passed away in
1980, Zanette became actively involved in the Art Fair and was a dedicated publicity volunteer
for over two decades.
Zanette’s long, interesting life was well lived and committed to a useful career, friends, family and community service. When honored, she always responded, “I have been richly blessed.”
The KMVFB is honored to be remembered by this neighbor whose legacy will continue to
strengthen our community. The KMVFB Board encourages other residents to consider naming
the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade as a beneficiary in their will, trust or IRA. For more
information, please contact Jon Fredrikson, fredrikson@comcast.net.
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Severo Ornstein Spoke at the August Author's Forum
Neighbors gathered Thursday evening, August 16th to hear Severo Ornstein talk about his
experiences in the early days of computer science. It was an era when there were no PC’s,
computers were bigger than refrigerators, input was done with punch cards, and the world of
computer science looked nothing
like it does today. In his book,
Computing in the Middle Ages,
Severo calls the period from 19551983 “a view from the trenches.”
Part memoir and part history, the
book details Severo’s time as a
member of various computer
scientist teams which contributed
ground-breaking work to the fast
developing world of computing. His recounting of experiences during those times both interested and entertained the crowd at the CC. The biggest laughs of the evening came when
Severo described a comment that made him famous (possibly infamous) in the industry.
Severo was on the team that won the RFP development of the ARPANET. This early packet
switching network to implement the protocol suite TCP/IP became the technical foundation of
the internet. Upon seeing the Request for Proposal, Severo was heard to say, “We can build
this, but who would want to use it?”
The new audio-visual equipment installed at the CC for firefighter
training enhanced Severo’s presentation. His photos of computer
scientist teams from the “early days” were positively startling. These
guys were dressed in shirts and khakis (even some skinny ties)
instead of the jeans and t-shirts favored by today’s techie world. The
new equipment also allowed Severo’s presentation to begin and end
with beautiful music written by his father, acclaimed composer Leo
Ornstein. Overall, it was another “only on the mountain” evening.
Thank you, Severo.

Next Author’s Forum: Doniga Markegard
discussing her book, Dawn Again, Tracking the Wisdom of the Wild
Friday, October 26th. Save the date!
Doniga Markegard describes herself as “Mother, Rancher, Author and
Naturalist.” Together with her husband, she operates Markegard Family
Grass Fed, a diversified ranching operation covering 10,000 acres. Her
book is a memoir about her early experiences as an expert wild animal
tracker and her personal transition to naturalist advocate. Allan Savory,
author of Holistic Management, A Commonsense Revolution to Restore
Our Environment, reviewed Doniga’s book this way: “Doniga’s personal
journey from uncertain teen to one of North America’s foremost regenerative farmers is inspiring and enlightening. By recounting her own wilderness immersion, animal
tracking, and farming experiences, she deftly traces a line from the incredible complexity of nature’s wisdom to humanity’s vital role as ecologically responsible stewards of the land.” Joan
Baez described Dawn Again, as “filled with magic, Doniga has made real, down to earth, and
attainable, to varying degrees, to anyone.”
The Echo will have more about this remarkable lady and her story in the next issue. Meanwhile, we hope this brief introduction will inspire everyone to put her October 26th appearance
on calendars now.
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Betsy & Jack Rix
Movie Curators

MID-WEEK
Is There Community Interest in
Mid-week Movie Night?

Thanks to the KMA
for sponsoring
Movie Night!

Lady Bird
screens Wednesday, October 3rd at 7:00 pm (snacks) - film
starts at 7:30 pm at the Community Center!© 2018 Disney/Pixar
Saoirse Ronan, Laurie Metcalf, Tracy Letts,
Lucas Hedges, and Timothée Chalamet turn
in star performances in this indie coming-ofage charmer. Lady Bird is Greta Gerwig’s
directorial debut, and in it she deftly explores
the humor and pathos in the turbulent bond
between a mother and her teenage daughter. Set in Sacramento, California in 2002,
Lady Bird presents an engaging look at the
family, society and perfectly captures the
bittersweet transition from adolescence to
impending adulthood.
“A deeply accomplished debut, as much a
love letter to Gerwig's hometown as it is to
awkward adolescence. It flies.” – Adam Graham, Detroit News.
(Dir.) Greta Gerwig, 2017, 93 min. Rated R.
The film series is sponsored by the KMA.
All movies screen at the Community Center
and are free. Please bring a snack or wine
to share. Snacks and drinks are at 7:00 pm;
the movie starts at 7:30 pm. (Some folks bring their own portable chairs to sit on.)
It is always fun!
Coming on November 7th, more John Hughes: Planes, Trains and Automobiles!
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September 2018 School News
We’re back to school at KMES! Kids returned to school on Monday, August 20th. On Saturday, August 25th, their parents, friends and neighbors baked 4,687 frisbee-sized cookies, the first of many fundraisers needed to support enrichment programs funded by the KMAP. In short, the 2018-2019 school
year is off to its customary high energy start at KMES!
The first day of school began with a ceremony that few
schools could emulate. All the students and their teachers
formed a circle around a flag bearer on the playground as
Principal Diane Siegel stepped forward to ask, “Did everyone have a fun summer?” “YES”, the students cried! “That’s
great,” said Siegel waving her arm in a good-bye gesture,
“Now, shall we say good-bye to summer?” “Bye-Bye summer,” everyone shouted, waving good bye. “Shall we say
Hello to school?” “Hello school,” everyone roared waving a
big, welcoming hello with open arms. Everyone then headed to class by running through the “Welcome
Arch” formed in front of each classroom. Official studies began with 5th graders, welcoming their new
fourth grade classmates as they ran into class through the arch of 5th grade arms. Third graders then
formed the arch of arms to welcome their new 2nd grade classmates. However, since they also had a
teacher new to the classroom, Mr. Tyler bent over and ran through the arch too. Students all agreed that
was very cool. The big 1st graders were proud to make an arch of arms for their shy, kindergarten classmates on their first day of school. With a little gentle guidance from Miss Debbie, the littlest of our new
students quickly understood and ran into class, ready to begin their new learning adventure.
Back to School night, on August 30, began in the Lion’s Den where
Principal Diane offered an overview about plans, curriculum and activities for the 2018-19 school year. After her short presentation, parents
were invited to join the teachers in the individual classrooms to learn
more about their classroom plans and goals directly from the teachers.
Parents left feeling informed about what to expect at KMES this year.
During the opening two weeks, teachers are accessing students reading, math, writing and other skills to plan appropriately challenging and
individualized instruction. Student engagement and empathy toward
Earth Stewardship will be this year’s theme. It complements and expands upon last years’ emphasis on trees using our local Mountain
Lion (Puma) as a focal point. Principal Siegel’s first newsletter to parents put the learning experience this way: “As
Stewards of the Earth, the more we learn about
the people, plants and animals that are a part
of our environment, the greater our understanding and ability to support the success of all Earth’s creatures.”
Our community is excited to welcome Tyler Elliot to KMES. Your editor
caught up with him during classroom set up. The 2/3 classroom walls were filled
with engaging math visuals especially aimed at group activities and math manipulation skills. A substantial classroom library of books ran the entire length of shelf
space under the windows overlooking the playground. We know those subjects
will get lots of attention. However, in addition, Mr. Elliot is very enthusiastic about
opportunities to bring appreciation for the natural world into KMES classrooms
through academic outdoor activities.
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Measure M Passes;
Includes Funds to Modernize Kings Mountain School
According to the Half Moon Bay Review, the Cabrillo Unified School District’s $99
million bond measure M has officially passed. The money will be spent on making improvements to outdated school facilities in the district, including modernizing Kings
Mountain elementary school and two other elementary schools and Half Moon Bay
High. To pass, measure M needed approval from 55% of voters. It barely passed with
just 55.07% of the yes vote.
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KMES Art Fair Community Cookie Bake
Cookies, cookies, cookies! In spite of a last minute
concern that we could be short of volunteers, the KMES
annual cookie bake was bigger and better than ever!
Together, Kings Mountain School parents, alumni,
parents, friends, families and the KM Community baked
a record 4,687 cookies!
Heartfelt special thanks are owed to the very kind
folks at Wedemeyer Bakery, whose huge mixing
machines, rolling tray racks, and ovens taller than our
bakers, were cranking at top speed for the entire August
25th baking day.
Your editor looked up from her “cookie pounder” station to
see a virtual mountain of butter entering the mixer. It was an
awesome sight! No wonder the cookies are so delicious! Of
course, calories don’t count in cookies that benefit our school.
THANK YOU to all the volunteers, especially to the Kings
Mountain School Cookie Committee: Peggy Shomaker, Gildy
Centano, Jean Newhall, “Cookie Queen” Kate Shea, and to
KMAP President, Amber Stariha!
How many ingredients does it take to make 4,687 cookies?
At the end of the day, more than 600 pounds of flour, 270 pounds of brown sugar, 130 eggs, 290
pounds of butter, 150 pounds of chocolate chips, and 42 pounds of raisins were used in the
cookie-making process. Undisclosed amounts of cornflakes, vanilla, oatmeal, nutmeg, and cinnamon were also added to the mix for four different cookie flavors.
If you could not be there for the bake, put it on your calendar for next year and reserve the
Saturday prior to Art Fair to have some delicious fun. Please come by the Cookie Booth or stop
the kids with their red wagon full of cookies to buy some. It will be the tastiest donation you have
ever made to a good cause.
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New School Year Brings Exciting After School Opportunities to KMES
KMES parents are also very happy to welcome the new Venture Free Children’s Center to
a site on the Kings Mountain Elementary School campus. The KMCC afternoon program has
been developed by the Venture Free non-profit foundation run by Kings Mountain’s own Emily
Phelps. Once a KMES student herself, the KMCC enrichment program ties perfectly to the
Earth Stewardship school theme and the outdoor adventure activities of the Venture Free
Foundation. Maria Polonchek interviewed Emily for the Echo.

Kids, Freedom, and Acorn Pancakes: A Conversation with Emily Phelps
The Venture Free Foundation, a nonprofit organization is focused on getting kids outside.
Its mission is to empower young people of all backgrounds to foster a connection with the
natural world in an environment that promotes healthy physical and mental development, leadership, and a life-long appreciation for nature. In addition to after-school programs, the VFF
also runs day camps and summer programs.
Here is the crazy thing: the founder of VFF, Emily Phelps,
was born and raised on Kings Mountain! I got the chance to sit
down with Emily for a few minutes at KMES on a Monday afternoon when I went to pick up my daughter, who is in 4th grade.
Wearing her “I Love My KMFB Firefighter” sweatshirt, Emily
gently stopped our conversation several times, kneeling down to
connect with and redirect the many students who ran up to her
needing some attention. She has just hired two new counselors
who were also with the children and each of them had so much
energy! Since the beginning of the school year, my daughter
has been asking regularly to attend this program and now I see
why: the kids were all over the counselors, who both seemed to
have an intuitive understanding of how to give playful, fun attention to them while setting some boundaries in place. Here is part
of our conversation:
ME: I heard you grew up on Kings Mountain. Is that true?
EMILY: Yes! Born and raised.
So... you attended KMES, Cunha, and HMBHS? EMILY: Yep.
How was your experience at KMES?
I loved it, particularly because of how small it is.
My twin sons are at Cunha right now and they go into high school next year. What did you
think about Half Moon Bay High School?
Honestly? My favorite thing was that it is right next to the beach. You could see the ocean from
the parking lot! How many people get to say that?
How did growing up on Kings Mountain influence what you do now?
The biggest thing is that I grew up outside. As kids, we played outside with friends, we went
camping and surfing, all that stuff. Growing up on Kings Mountain, we were not restricted and
now I associate being outside with freedom. My personal fear is that technology--phones,
video games, and computers--is taking away that freedom. I know I’m part of the generation
that has grown up with it, but I was never very interested in that stuff. I notice when we take
kids out and give them a place where technology is not their major interaction, they learn to interact with each other instead.
We’re so lucky to live in a place where we have access to nature--particularly the mountain
and coastside. A lot of people aren’t as surrounded as we are. It isn’t as accessible. I want to
take advantage of it.
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How did you connect your passion for the outdoors with caring for children?
I think it could be traced to a comment my dad made once. He mentioned that some family
friends of ours were a big part of raising me when I was little. I thought of what he said and it
struck me that we all have so much influence on the way a kid can grow up. It doesn’t just take
good parents to raise a child well: it takes a good community. What I do is based on parents
trusting I could be a good role model, which I don’t take for granted. Plus, I just work well with
kids. They’re awesome because of their energy and excitement. They’re just...fun. And I like
fun. I like energy and excitement.
How do you describe the way you work with kids?
The director at Upgrade Children’s Center [on the coast], John Lowings--who used to run the
Kings Mountain Children’s Center--was a great mentor for how to work with kids. He has a
great ability to let kids push their limits, learn on their own, and roam free. I worked with him
right out of college and the experience I had with kids before that was in a highly structured environment and I thought you had to do things a certain way. Seeing him allow kids to test their
limits gave me insight into the freedom they need to be confident in their own abilities: Climb a
tree! Cross a creek on a log! Jump in a pile of leaves!
So, what does a typical day at Venture Free Children’s Center look like?
For the first 30 minutes after school, whether it’s inside because of weather, or up on the field,
the kids come in and run around in circles and scream and climb on counselors. It’s awesome
chaos: they just need to let energy out and be crazy kids after sitting in the classroom. Then
we do snacks like fruit and veggies. In our first week, we created a trail from the classroom to
“Mother Oak,” a nice big oak tree on the hill behind the building. We are working on having
consistent projects going while being flexible with parents’ pick-up time. I want to incorporate
the lessons we have with the adventure camp. In the fall, for example, we have a lesson with
acorns. We collect them and teach the kids how to distinguish the ones that have meat inside
by putting them in water: the ones that float are empty. Then, we use rocks to crack them open
and collect the meat. Next, we leech them by soaking in boiling water to get the tannins out. Finally, we dry the meat and grind it into flour using a mortar and pestle and make them into
acorn pancakes that we eat!
Wow. This sounds like so much fun. No wonder my daughter doesn’t want to go when I pick
her up. I have just a few more important questions that I’ve saved for last.
Okay…?
Ocean or mountains?
That’s so tough! But I’ve thought a lot about this: mountains.
Pizza or salad?
Pizza.
Hiking or running?
Hiking.
Katy Perry or Taylor Swift?
Taylor Swift--Young Taylor Swift.
The Eagles or the Beatles?
The Beach Boys
Dogs or cats?
Dogs.
Thanks, Emily. That probably covers everything. I’ll let you get back to your adventuring!
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Kings Mountain Garden Club Visits SMIP Produce Ranch
KM Garden Club members were
treated to an exceptional lesson about
organic farming on the mountain when
they toured the SMIP Produce Ranch on
July 8th. Owner Dale Djerassi met our
group and provided a short history about
the former cattle ranch property’s transition to farming. His father Carl, a scientist
who developed the chemical building block
for the first oral contraceptive, bought the
gorgeous property with proceeds from “the
pill.” They called the place SMIP, an acronym for “Syntex Made it Possible.” Later a distinguished friend came up with a better acronym: Sic Manebimus in Pace (Thus, we will remain in peace.) Following the demise of the cattle market, Dale began the very specialized, organic farm to service a local need.
Friends at the locally owned Bacchus Management Restaurant group mentioned their desire
to ensure their chefs could source quality produce, edible flowers and other specialty crops
needed for menu development. Djerassi had an
especially favorable, flat, sunny 3+ acres of
former grazing ground that became SMIP
Produce. They supply only the Village Pub, The
Village Bakery, Spruce and Mayfield Bakery and
Café. CSA boxes of crops in season can be
ordered and picked up at these locations by
local residents
Farm Manager Chris Barnard and his assistant then began our comprehensive tour,
taking us first to their large irrigation pond. It is fed by a natural spring and is large enough
for swimming, boating and fishing for blue gill and bass. They recently introduced a system
to aerate the pond to reduce the algae. The flat garden acreage below is fed by drip
system that is gravity-fed from the pond on the hill.
Next, we went to the old cattle barn where the produce is sorted and stored. We were
introduced to a cool walk-in refrigerator with a small air conditioner in it that the farmers
had built. They have devised a method to trick it
into running continuously, keeping the produced at
an appropriate temperature.
Walking through the meticulously maintained
three acres in production, we were amazed to
learn that it is managed by just three full-time
farmers. It would be helpful to have one more part
time farmer, they said, but so far, recruitment has
been unsuccessful. Chris and his assistant are
both graduates of UC Santa Cruz agroecology
and sustainable food systems studies. The farm is
cultivated using organic methods. We were told
about how they revitalize the soil by growing a
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cover crop of peas or fava beans. They then add compost
and plough the soil. There is a tractor on the property for
the heavy cultivation needs. The soil has a lot of clay,
which helps to hold on to nutrients but it is necessary to
introduce more fiber to make it less compacted. All
harvesting is done by hand.
There are several hoop houses that are used as green
houses for the young seedlings and for crops such as
tomatoes that may be sensitive to the influx of fog from
the coast. The rows and rows of luscious heirloom tomatoes were amazing to view. The outdoor crops are planted
in rows that are covered with black plastic to keep heat
and water in and to discourage weeds. Each row has its
own controls for the drip system. Seeds are ordered from Johnnies Seeds and Baker
Seeds. They have a vacuum seeder. They also order starts from Upstarts, a company that
specialized in this field.
Pest control is assisted by beneficial insects and by planting flowers and other plants
such as dill, cilantro and poppies that attract these insects. Diverse organic methods cater
to the wide variety of crops grown. Some examples are lettuces, spinach, arugula, squash,
broccoli, kale, peas, beans, tomatoes, peppers, and strawberries. The display of edible
flowers was especially impressive and interesting to our group.
We were gifted with some vegetable starts from Upstarts as we prepared to leave. All
the Garden Club members were very appreciative of the generous way our hosts provided
information and an answered our questions. Don’t miss this opportunity if the club is fortunate enough to schedule another visit in the future.
For more information go to https://www.smipranchproduce.com/ or to the Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/SmipRanch/
By Roberta Wentzel-Walter and Eileen Fredrikson; photos by Peter Moravcsik

Thanks are due to the intrepid band of Garden Club members who worked on Sunday,
August 26th, at the Community Center. The small yard in front of Skyline facing the doorway serves as our entrance and tribute to firefighters. Each year the club mulches everything, trims, and weeds the entire garden. We did not receive any pictures of the group in
action so we can only offer an Echo salute and thanks for adding to the beauty of the
Kings Mountain property in time for the Art Fair.
The next Garden Club event is the always delicious Club Luncheon. This year’s luncheon will be held on September 16. Invitations will only be sent to members, so if you have
not joined or renewed for this year now is the time!

Kings Mountain Garden Club Membership Application/Renewal
Name(s) _________________________________________
Address___________________________________________
City____________________ State ________________ Zip ______________
Phone____________________________ Email ___________________________
Send this application and a check for $10.00 to:

Kings Mountain Garden Club
Attn. Betty Johnson, Treasurer
12200 Skyline Blvd., Woodside CA 94062
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September 2018
by
Marty Eisenberg

Niles Canyon Railway – Don’t miss The Train of Lights!: Niles is a quaint historic locale
in the hills and canyons to the east what we know as urban Fremont. Niles is known for its
railroad and silent film heritage. Many Charlie Chaplin and Broncho Billy Anderson movies
were filmed there. The community has a silent film museum that has received mention on
Sixty Minutes. Niles is now best known for its Niles Canyon Railway that operates on
weekends, winding through Niles and Sunol canyons. Best of all is its special “Train of
Lights” which operates for only a few weekends during the Christmas Holidays. Antique
coaches and open rail cars sparkling with holiday lights and music are boarded by families
for an enchanting holiday evening excursion through Niles Canyon. Trains run twice on
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings during the Christmas Holidays. Tickets quickly become scarce and unavailable due to the popularity of these festive family excursions. Tickets go on sale this year October 13. Buying them that day would be wise!
“Google” Niles Canyon Railway – Train of Lights for more information. You can join the
railway’s email list to be reminded about buying tickets for the Train of Lights and for other
historic railway events.
Commander in Chief by Nigel Hamilton. Nigel Hamilton is a well known British biographer
who has written widely read biographies of JFK, British Field Marshall Montgomery and is
recognized for his writings on military history. Barely a year ago Hamilton completed Commander in Chief. It is a history of the interaction among the Allied leaders developing both
a plan to defeat the Axis powers of World War II and form a framework for postwar world
peace including the organization of the United Nations. It focuses attention upon the leadership of FDR both in development of plans to end the War and to shape what became the
postwar order of global powers – Great Brittan, the United States and the USSR. It takes
the reader through FDR’s dealings with unbridled Stalin, getting Churchill to commit to a
Western Front by invasion through France and the legendary leadership of the United
States leading to world peace through a balance of power among the world’s strongest nations. This book is a narrative of great and relevant history by one of the modern world’s
great historians.
An Abbreviated Musings: Monthly musings is a bit shortened this month as a result of
my attention to managing the Art Fair Cookshack. To put that labor of love into context, we
serve early 2,000 hamburgers (garnished one way or another), 200 pounds of pulled pork,
over 400 pounds of eggs, nearly 500 lunch sausages, a thousand ears of corn, about 200
pounds of Portobello mushrooms, a hundred pounds of guacamole, nearly 150 pounds of
cole slaw, and on and on and on over the course of three (3) days. I am enveloped by the
task each year at this time.
“Instead of wondering when your next vacation is, maybe you should set up a life you don't need to
escape from.” (Seth Grodin – 1960 - ; American entrepreneur; inspirational author.)
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September 2018 Kings Mountain Community Calendar

7:00 pm—9:00 pm
KMA Board

10:00 am
Yoga with Mary

10:00 am
Yoga with Mary

10:00 am
Yoga with Mary

The Kings Mountain Echo is published monthly by the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc, a non-profit,
volunteer organization. The Editor is Eileen Fredrikson. All opinions are those of the commentator/writer and not
those of the publisher.
Echo submissions should be emailed to eileenfredrikson@comcast.net Please reference “the Echo” in the
subject line. The Echo deadline is the 26th of each month. The editor retains discretion to edit all submissions for
space and content.
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